In The News
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Health Briefs: Pediatric cancer patients need new lunchboxes (University of Arizona Medical Center — Diamond Children's) 08/04/2014 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

Ousted surgery chair's hearing set for Tuesday 08/03/2014 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

Tucson loses beloved community supporter (Joe M. Mendez, the first Mexican-American to graduate from the University of Arizona College of Pharmacy) 08/02/2014 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

How science is finding new ways to bring the dead back to life (Dr. Peter Rhee, trauma surgeon, UAMC) 08/02/2014 New York Post View Clip

UA Researchers Study Increasing Lifespan and Immune Function (Dr. Nikolich-Žugich, co-director of the UA Center on Aging and principal investigator of the "Longevity Extension and Immune Function in Aging" study) 08/01/2014 PressReleasePoint Yuma News Now View Clip

UA effort leads to unlocking of rice's secrets (Rod Wing is director of the Arizona Genomics Institute, a member of the UA's Bio5 Institute) 08/01/2014 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

Local disease experts watching, learning from Ebola outbreak (Dr. Mayar Al Mohajer, specializes in infectious diseases at the UA Medical Center) 07/31/2014 KGUN-TV View Clip

Fitch Affirms Banner Health System's (AZ) Rev Bonds at 'AA-'; Outlook Stable (University of Arizona Health Network) 07/31/2014 Fort Mills Times View Clip

Most Influential Women (Dr. Nancy K. Sweitzer, director of the UA Sarver Heart Center and chief of cardiology is listed among AZ Business Magazine's 50 most influential women) July/Aug. 2014 AZ Business Magazine View Clip

Ascension, Carondelet to Partner with Tenet, Dignity Health (Daniel Derksen MD, with the University of Arizona College of Public Health) 07/24/2014 HealthLeaders.com View Clip